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RCMP GIVES BUSINESSES
TIPS FOR ATM SECURITY
Submitted by Alberta
RCMP
This month, Alberta RCMP
is providing businesses with

tips for preventing Break
and Enters with a focus on
ATM thefts. Although there
has not been a significant
increase or decrease of ATM

thefts, the Alberta RCMP
would like to see the numbers decrease by next year.
Continued on Page 5

RCMP SEEK ASSISTANCE IN
STOLEN HOT TUB INCIDENT
Submitted by Thorsby
RCMP
The RCMP are investigating the theft of seven Arctic
Spas Hot tubs from a manufacturing site in Thorsby.
Public assistance is being

sought from anyone who
has information, either
about the stolen spas or the
truck involved.
On Sept. 2 at 9:00 a.m., a
transport truck with a false
name loaded the seven spas
without legal authority. The

truck was identified by the
driver as: 10036218 Canada
Inc. Transport Pascal Charland out of Chateauguay,
QC.
Continued on Page 2

THE RCMP WANTS TO
HEAR FROM YOUTH
Submitted by Royal Canadian Mounted Police
To best support young
people, we need to listen
to them. That’s exactly why
the RCMP has a National
Youth Advisory Committee
(NYAC).
Help us find the young

leaders who will make up
the 2020-2021 NYAC! Applicants must be:
- Canadian residents
- Between the ages of 13
and 21
- Ready to engage for two
to four hours per month on
an online forum, from October to June

The deadline to submit an
application is September 11,
2020.
What’s in it for them?
There are many reasons
youth should get involved,
including:
• Help shape RCMP youth
programs and strategies
Continued on Page 2
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RCMP Seek Assistance in			
Stolen Hot Tub Incident
Continued from Page 1
The truck is described as
a white Volvo semi truck
with no company markings, equipped with a bunk/
sleeper. The trailer was a flat
deck, newer looking.

The driver is described as:
• Caucasian male
• 30-40 years of age
• Approximately 5’6” tall /
heavy build
• Short brown hair and unshaven
The Arctic Spas stolen

were models: Ocean, Totem,
Yukon, Aurora, Tundra (x2)
and Fox.
If you have any information about these spas, or
you see this truck please
contact Thorsby RCMP at
780-789-3613.

The RCMP Wants to Hear from Youth
Continued from Page 1
• Connect with youth from
coast to coast to coast
• Hear from and interact
with RCMP officers and experts
• Get a reference letter and
volunteer hours
NYAC members discuss
important issues they face
in their communities. Their
insight can help create positive change. Help us spread
the word. For all the details,
visit the RCMP website.

“The NYAC has been one
of the most rewarding opportunities I have had. I get
the chance to discuss issues
youth face across the country and help create ideas
that will have a positive impact.” - Jordan, 17 years old,
2019 NYAC member from
Ontario
“I really enjoyed being a
part of the NYAC. I have a
lot to say, and it feels great
knowing that my perspective is reaching a larger
audience who will use it

to help others!” - Ariel, 15
years old, 2018 NYAC member from British Columbia
Quick facts
• Youth are a priority for
the RCMP. The NYAC helps
the RCMP create relevant
youth programs.
• The deadline to apply for
the 2020-21 NYAC is September 11, 2020.
• To request an application form, send an email
to RCMP.Youth-Jeunesse.
GRC@rcmp-grc.gc.ca.
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LEDUC RCMP ARREST TWO FEMALES
FOLLOWING CAR JACKING - UPDATE

Submitted
RCMP

by

Leduc

Leduc, Alta. –
Leduc
RCMP General Investigation Section identified the
other two persons involved.
Trisha Simon (27) of
Maskwacis was arrested
and charged with:
• Robbery with a weapon
• Theft of motor vehicle
• Assault with a weapon X2
• Theft under $5000.
Simon was released from
custody and is scheduled to
appear in Leduc Provincial
Court on October 1, 2020.
Qunechra Okeynan-Louis
(18) of Maskwacis was arrested and charged with:
• Robbery with a weapon
• Theft of motor vehicle
• Assault with a weapon X2
• Theft under $5000.
Okeynan-Louis was re-

leased from custody and
is scheduled to appear in
Leduc Provincial Court on
October 1, 2020.
Leduc RCMP would like
to remind the public when
parking in their vehicles
to park in a well lit public
place, keep doors locked
and be aware of your surroundings.
BACKGROUND
Leduc, Alta. – On Aug. 3,
2020, Leduc RCMP arrested
two females following a car
jacking on Grant Macewan
Blvd. near Township 500.
At 10:50 p.m., Leduc RCMP
were dispatched to a car
jacking. A male and female
were parked on the gravel
road when they were approached by a female in a
passing vehicle. The female
suspect sprayed both occupants with bear spray. Three

other suspects approached
and the male brandished
an axe while demanding
money and the keys to the
vehicle. Both victims exited the vehicle and a female
suspect assaulted the male
victim with a sword. Two
female suspects fled in the
victim’s car.
The stolen vehicle was observed a short time later by
Edmonton Police Services
Air 1. Police attended the
area and a tire deflation device was unsuccessfully deployed, however the vehicle
became stuck in the ditch
in the area of Highway 623
and Range Road 235
Leduc RCMP with the assistance of Edmonton police arrested two females.
Junelle Desjarlais (36) of
Wetaskiwin was charged
with:

• Dangerous operation
• Robbery with a weapon
• Assault with a weapon X2
• Theft of motor vehicle
• Obstruction
• Theft under $5000.
Desjarlais was held in custody after a Judicial Interim
Release hearing to appear
in Leduc court on Aug. 6,
2020.
Jessica Wildcat (30) of
Maskwacis was charged
with:
• Theft of motor vehicle
• Robbery with a weapon
• Assault with a weapon X2
• Theft under $5000.
Wildcat was released on
bail to appear in Leduc
court on Aug. 27, 2020.
The victims of the car
jacking were transported
to hospital where they were
treated and released.
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BUSINESS CREDIT AVAILABILITY
PROGRAM (BCAP)

Submitted by Gerald Soroka, MP for Yellowhead
OTTAWA: Gerald Soroka,
Member of Parliament for
Yellowhead, would like to
inform constituents that

the Government of Canada has announced that the
Business Credit Availability
Program (BCAP) is extended to June 2021 to support
the flow of additional credit that businesses need to

maintain operations and
keep employees on the payroll.
Export Development Canada (EDC) and the Business
Development Bank of Canada (BDC) will continue to

work with lenders to support access to capital for
Canadian businesses of all
sizes in all sectors and regions.

CANADA EMERGENCY BUSINESS
ACCOUNT DEADLINE EXTENDED
Submitted by Gerald Soroka, MP for Yellowhead
OTTAWA: Gerald Soroka,
Member of Parliament for
Yellowhead, would like to
inform constituents that the
Government of Canada has

announced that the application deadline for CEBA
has been extended from
August 31 to October 31,
2020, and will also make the
CEBA program available to
those with qualifying payroll or non-deferrable ex-

penses that were unable to
apply due to not operating
from a business banking
account.
Details on this announcement can be found at:
https://www.canada.ca/
en/department-finance/

news/2020/08/government-announces-greater-flexibility-and-extension-of-canada-emergency-business-account.html

INFRASTRUCTURE CANADA GRANT
AWARDED TO NEW AQUATIC FACILITY
PROJECT IN DRAYTON VALLEY
Submitted by Gerald Soroka, MP for Yellowhead
EDSON, AB: Member of
Parliament for Yellowhead,
Gerald Soroka is pleased

to inform constituents that
he attended a federal funding announcement to build
a new Aquatic Facility in
Drayton Valley. Minister of
Infrastructure, the Honour-

able Catherine McKenna
was virtually in attendance.
Physically present were: His
Worship Michael Doerksen,
Mayor of the Town of Drayton Valley, Alberta Minister
of Infrastructure Prasad
Panda, Mark Smith, MLA
for Drayton Valley–Devon
and Reeve Bart Guyon of
Brazeau County. Member of
Parliament Gerald Soroka
thanks all representatives
that were in attendance for
this announcement.
Just over $7.5 million in
federal funding will be used
to build a new Net-Zero

Aquatic Facility, including
a six-lane pool, 25-metre
lap pool, leisure pool, and
lazy river. It will also have
a steam room, hot tub,
multi-purpose room, and
change rooms. In addition
to providing residents with a
new hub for fun and fitness,
the facility will be heated
with waste heat recovered
from a nearby hockey arena, giving it a net-zero energy balance. This use of renewable energy will cause
no harmful emissions while
also significantly reducing
long-term operating costs.
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RCMP Gives Businesses Tips for ATM Security
Continued from Page 1
Quick Facts (2019 Alberta
RCMP jurisdiction):
• There were over 5,500 Break
and Enters to businesses last
year.
• The three highest months
for Break and Enters to businesses were:
- August (over 600)
- September (almost 550)
- July (over 500)
• There were close to 40 ATM
thefts and over 40 ATM theft
attempts last year.
• Last September there were
6 ATM thefts and 6 ATM theft
attempts.
• The three highest months
for ATM thefts occurred between September and November.
So far in 2020, from January
to July, there have been over
2,800 Break and Enters to
businesses.
Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) can help prevent Break
and Enters, and it can also help
to reduce ATM thefts. Here are

some tips to consider if you
have an ATM in your business:
• Keep the ATM in an area of
away from the front of the store
(to deter vehicle ramming), but
in an area where staff can see
all activity around it.
• Ensure ATM is fastened to
make it more difficult to remove.
• Have appropriate signage
around the ATM stating that
it is being monitored by video
surveillance.

• Ensure ATM has a GPS
tracking device and familiarize
yourself with the system.
• Install an alarm system on
the ATM.
• Install bollards in front of
business to prevent vehicle
ramming.
For the month of September, Alberta RCMP will be using #SaferBusiness to provide
more information about how
to keep businesses and ATMs
safe. Check out our Facebook
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(@RCMPinAlberta) and Twitter
(@RCMPAlberta) feeds for additional safety tips
If you see something suspicious, report it to your local police service. If you see
a crime in progress, call 911.
If you wish to remain anonymous, you can contact Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477,
online at www.P3Tips.com
or by using the “P3 Tips” app
available through the Apple
App or Google Play Store.
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A MESSAGE FROM MLA MARK SMITH

Submitted by MLA Mark
Smith | Drayton Valley –
Devon Constituency

In the 2019 Provincial Election the United Conservative
Party ran on a platform of
reducing government spending by trying to find about
3 cents of savings for every
dollar spent by the government. The debt under the
previous government had
grown to close to $63 billion

dollars, the economy was in a
recession and who ever was
elected was going to have
to start to address the debt
and government spending.
Between finding efficiencies and growing the economy the UCP government
believed it could eventually
have a balanced budget and
then begin looking at how
best to reduce the debt that
the government had accrued.
Alberta has been hit espe-

cially hard by the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the
oil price crash and an already
weakened economy. On August 27, 2020 the Minister of
Finance presented Albertans
with a provincial update and
the fiscal reality that Albertans must now face is serious
indeed. Here are some of the
numbers you need to know:
Revenue is down
•
Resource revenue
has dropped drastically to

$1.2 billion a $3.9 billion decrease.
•
Bitumen royalties
of $686 million are forecast,
$2.5 billion lower.
•
Personal
income
tax revenue is forecast at
$10.7 billion a $1.9 billion decrease.
•
Corporate income
tax is forecast at $2.1 billion
which is $2.4 billion lower.
•
Total Revenue is
projected to be $38.4 billion
a decline of $11.5 billion or
23% from Budget 2020.
The Deficit and Debt are up
•
The yearly deficit
now sits at $24.2 billion –
$16.8 billion higher than estimated in Budget 2020.
•
Alberta now faces a
debt burden of $99.6 billion,
or $22,400 per Albertan.
•
Interest payments
on the debt have increased
by $21 million and is a net
$154 million higher.
The Economy is struggling
•
Manufacturing
shipments and goods exports are down 20%.
•
Non-Energy
exports are down more than
10%.
•
Drilling rig activity
is down nearly 80% on a year
to year basis.
•
Investment in oil
and gas extraction is forecast
to fall by over $8 billion or
more than 30%.
When the Premier told Albertans that a time of economic reckoning was coming
he was not exaggerating. Albertans have not faced these
kinds of economic times
since the “Great Depression”.
But we are not without hope!
Albertans are a hard-working, entrepreneurial people
who are prepared to pull together, address the problems
set before them and work to
overcome our challenges.
That was the message of the
Finance Minister in his update to Albertans. We will
face the challenges, we will
work towards living within
our means and we will work
hard to grow the economy
and provide a pathway of
hope for all Albertans.
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TYPES OF HOME INSULATION
AND WHERE TO INSTALL THEM
When thinking about renovating their homes, homeowners may imagine changing wall
colors, expanding room sizes
or upgrading appliances and
fixtures. However, unless people take inventory of the less
glamourous components of
the home, such as structure,
plumbing, heating and cooling,
and insulation, other improvements may be for naught.
A home insulation project
certainly doesn’t offer the wow
factor of a kitchen remodel, but
insulation serves a vital function in the house that helps
keep people comfortable and
reduces energy consumption.
Insulation is typically placed in
areas where air escapes, such
as between the stud cavities inside the walls and in the attic,
and serves to slow and reduce

heat transfer.
The U.S. Department of Energy says between 50 and 70
percent of the energy used in
homes is for heating and cooling. By improving home insulation, homeowners can make
their homes more comfortable,
consistent and efficient. In fact,
the ENERGY STAR program
overseen by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says
homeowners stand to save an
average of 15 percent on heating and cooling costs by adding proper insulation. To do so,
homeowners can take a crash
course in home insulation and
find the products that fit their
needs.
Blanket batts and rolls
Blanket batts and rolls typically are constructed with fiberglass, so proper safety gear,

such as a mask and gloves, is
needed when handling them.
Installing this type of insulation
is relatively easy since the materials are designed to fit the
standard width between studs,
rafters and floor joists.
Loose fill
Loose fill is usually made of
fiberglass or cellulose (recycled paper fiber). It is blown or
sprayed into place with pneumatic equipment, according to
The Home Depot. Loose fill can
be ideal for hard-to-reach areas
in attics or inside wall cavities.
It’s good for adding insulation
to irregularly shaped areas.
Since it requires special equipment, this is a job best left to
professionals.
Sprayed foam
Sprayed foam is just as the
name implies, a foam made

from polyurethane, polyisocyanurate, cementitious, or other materials that are applied
by a spray container. DIYers
who need only small applications can use canned products
. Large quantities are pressure-sprayed by professionals.
Foam board/rigid foam panels
Ideal for unfinished walls,
such as basement or foundation walls, floors and ceilings,
these are boards of polyurethane or polystyrene. Foam
boards tend to reduce energy
consumption more effectively
than other types of insulation.
Homeowners
considering
upgrading their insulation or
amending existing insulation
should do their homework
on the type of insulation that
will be most effective for their
homes.
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5 TIPS TO PREPARE FOR
WINDOW REPLACEMENT
Winter is coming, and for millions of people who reside in
areas of the country that see
the mercury drop considerably
between December and March,
that means prioritizing staying
warm. Inefficient or aging housing materials may compromise
your ability to do just that.
Drafts from doors, poorly protected attics and basements
and aging windows may force
heating systems to work extra
hard to maintain interior temperatures.
Replacing old windows can
make a home quieter by blocking out exterior noises. Consumer Reports also notes that
new windows are often easier
to clean and maintain than older varieties.
Many homeowners are interested in replacing their win-

dows, but may not know where
to start. These guidelines can
help the process along.
1. Get several estimates. Ask for
recommendations from neighbors or other people in your area
on which companies they used
to install their replacement windows. When you interview the
prospects, ask several questions
about how they go about installing the windows. Questions
can include:
•
How long will the
project take?
•
Will I need to remain
home during the process?
•
Do you discard of old
debris?
•
What is the protocol
for installation during inclement weather?
2. Research permits. Most
home renovation projects need

to be approved by the local
municipality. Go to the permit
office and find out the requirements. Some window contractors will include securing permits in the cost of the project.
After the project is completed,
an inspector will come by and
ensure the work was done according to code.
3. Change up the appearance.
Look at the type of hardware
you have around the home and
other fixtures. Choose windows
that have locks or latches that
can match those features for
continuity of style. Think about
choosing a different style or
frame color of the window, or a
different type of window to improve efficiency and function.
4. Research top window manufacturers. It’s tempting to purchase windows based on price

alone, but replacement windows are often a decision that
only has to be made once or
twice for the life of the home.
Invest in durable windows that
will have staying power. Consumer Reports offers unbiased
reviews on various window
brands and can help homeowners make sound decisions.
5. Prepare for installation.
Clear pathways, remove window treatments and disconnect
window alarm systems. Plan for
one to two days of installation,
advises Andersen Windows and
Doors. Keep pets and children
away from work areas.
Replacement windows can be
a smart investment. New windows can improve the look of
a home, reduce heating costs
and can keep interior spaces
comfortable.
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Submitted
RCMP

LEDUC RCMP INVESTIGATE
MISCHIEF IN LRC PARKING LOT
by

Leduc

On Aug. 29, 2020 at 3:30
a.m., Leduc RCMP were patrolling in the area of the
LRC when they noticed significant damage to the van
and bus belonging to the

Leduc Boys and Girls Club.
Leduc RCMP made patrols
in the area, but did not locate anyone. No other vehicles were parked at the LRC
at the time.
This is the second incident in the last two months
where vehicles have been

damaged while parked at
the LRC. On June 26, a personally owned vehicle and
another vehicle owned by
the Leduc Boys and Girls
Club were damaged.
Leduc RCMP take these
offenses very seriously and
the investigations are on-

going.
If you have information
regarding this or any other
crime or suspicious activity,
please contact Leduc RCMP
at 780-980-7267 or your local police.

LASER POINTED AT AIRCRAFT
Submitted
RCMP

by

Leduc

On Aug. 10, 2020 at approximately 11:30 p.m.,
Leduc RCMP responded to
a complaint of a laser being
pointed at an aircraft.
An air traffic controller
reported that a commercially operated aircraft was
preparing to land at approximately 500 feet above
ground when a laser was directed at the aircraft.
Leduc RCMP made patrols of the area, but were

As your community newspaper, we are committed to
delivering the latest and most accurate COVID-19
news and local updates. We also remain dedicated
to serving our local advertisers, as they struggle to
overcome unprecedented economic challenges
resulting from the pandemic.

ADVERTISERS, call 780.962.9228
to learn how we can help you.

unable to locate the person
involved.
Laser strikes on an aircraft
are a serious concern as
they can cause momentary
blindness to the pilot. Especially at night, laser strikes
can lead to a possible loss
of control of aircraft, posing a danger to people on
the aircraft and the general public,” says Constable
Cheri-Lee Smith.
Should you have any information on this incident,
please call the Leduc RCMP
at 780-980-7267.

In uncertain and troubled times like today, the importance of local
news and community connection is more evident than ever. You can
help support businesses in our community by purchasing gift cards for
later use, frequenting restaurants that are open for takeout or checking
to see if your favorite businesses have opened online stores. You can
also support the future of local news and reporting by reserving your
ad space today and letting our readers know how they can help you!
Together, we are all stronger.

local community • local economy • local news
In Print & Online | 780.962.9228 | www.com-voice.com
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CHOICE IN ALBERTA’S
EDUCATION SYSTEM

Submitted by MLA Mark
Smith | Drayton Valley –
Devon Constituency
Aug. 27, 2020
One of the mandates that
Albertans, and especially my
constituents, called for prior
to the 2019 Provincial Election was the need for greater
choice in our children’s education systems and further
protection for the current
schooling options available
in Alberta. As a former educator who understands the
benefits of having options
when it comes to our children’s education, I have continued to advocate on behalf
of parents and was incredibly
proud to have played a part
in the passing of Bill 15 “Protecting Choice in Education”
during this summer session.
Our government understands that parents should
play the most essential role
in the raising of their children and that the right to
decide for themselves where
and how their child learns
should never be taken away
from them. The establishment of Bill 15, passed in the
most recent sitting of the
Provincial Legislature, ensures that there continues
to be choice in our education system by amending the
preamble of the Education
Act to include recognition of
Section 26.3 from the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. This internationally
recognized document states
that “parents have a prior
right to choose the kind of
education that shall be given
to their children.” Under Bill
15 we will ensure the creation
of new charter schools, the
creation of vocation-focused
charter schools, protection
for the status and funding of independent schools
across our province, while
also providing new options
for parents who would like
to home-school their children. Bill 15, which comes
into force on Sept. 1, will ensure our province maintains

its status as a world leader
in high quality education
and has already been acknowledged and praised by
members of the Association
of Independent Schools and
Colleges in Alberta and The
Association of Alberta Public
Charter Schools.
Francophone
schools,
charter schools, independent
schools, home education and

early childhood education
all have an important part
to play in the education system and our government has
worked hard to affirm this
through legislative policy.
The implementation of Bill 15
will not only strengthen our
current school system but
allow for new developments
that will benefit our younger generations for years to
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come. Campaign promise
made and campaign promise
kept.
For more information on
what is happening in education at the provincial level
or questions regarding back
to school procedure this fall
and what that means for the
future of our kids feel free
to call our office at 780-5423355.
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MALE ARRESTED FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT

Submitted
RCMP

by

Leduc

On January 12, 2020, Leduc
RCMP were alerted to a sexual assault that occurred in the
City of Leduc.
Leduc RCMP launched an
investigation and learned that
earlier that day, a female re-

quested a ride to Edmonton
through Snapchat. A newly
added friend agreed to give
her a ride and picked her up.
The male suspect and the female drove to the area of 50
Street and Black Gold Drive
and parked. The male sexually
assaulted the female inside his
vehicle. The male then drove

the female into Edmonton
where she got out of the vehicle and called police.
This was a complex investigation which included a production order and DNA warrant.
As a result of this investigation,
Leduc General Investigation
Section arrested and charged
Hamza Zahid (19) of Edmonton

with sexual assault.
Zahid was released from custody to appear in Leduc Provincial Court on October 22,
2020.
This was a meeting through
social media. Police remind
the public to take precautions
when meeting people through
social media

INFRASTRUCTURE CANADA
ANNOUNCES FEDERAL GRANTS
IN THE RIDING OF YELLOWHEAD

Submitted by Gerald Soroka, MP for Yellowhead

Member of Parliament for
Yellowhead, Gerald Soroka is
pleased to inform constituents
that Infrastructure Canada has
announced $97,117,480 in infrastructure grants within the

riding of Yellowhead. These investments will create jobs and
help the economy grow and recover from COVID. See below
for a breakdown of the grants.
Location - Project Name Federal Funding
• Drayton Valley - Sewage Lagoon (Cell No. 6) Replacement

Project - $1,700,000
• Drayton Valley - Net Zero
Aquatic Facility - $7,584,956
• Edson; Yellowhead County
- Recreational Multi-Use Facility - $20,000,000
• Jasper - Recreation Facilities Renovation and Upgrade
- $3,664,584

• Lac Ste. Anne County - Darwell Wastewater Transition
Line Phase B - $4,720,000
• Rocky Mountain House Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility - $10,889,200

Classified Ads - Call 962-9228
Classified Policy
CLASSIFIED
RATES
INCLUDE GST. 1st 20 Words:
First Insertion = $6.00;
Subsequent insertion =
$3.00 each. (Eg: 2 insertions
= $9.00; 3 insertions =
$12.00; 4 insertions =
$15.00; etc) Each additional
word is 20 cents per word,
per insertion.
BOLD/
CAPITAL text available for
an additional $1/line. Lost
& Found and To Give Away
(up to a max. of 25 words)
are free of charge. Ads
must be paid in advance
either by cheque, cash, Visa
or Mastercard. No Refunds
Allowed on Classified Ads.

DEADLINE: is Thurs. 4:00
pm (Wed. 4:00 pm on
long weekends). Classified
ads may be called in to
the COMMUNITY VOICE
office at (780) 962-9228,
emailed to: classifieds@
com-voice.com, dropped
off at Onoway Registries,
or mailed with your ad and
payment to: COMMUNITY
VOICE, BAG 3595, SPRUCE
GROVE, AB T7X 3A8. Ads
may also be placed on the
web at www.com-voice.
com/classified.htm

Hall Rentals
Lodgepole
Community
Hall - (780) 894-2277

Services

Antiques

WANTED: Standing Timber.
Are you looking to cut your
woodlot before pine beetles
or forest fires destroy it?
Top dollar paid. Call Paul
780-706-1470

EVER AFTER ANTIQUES &
COLLECTIBLES 4823 – 50
Ave., Alberta Beach. Phone
780-237-3528. OPEN: Thurs,
Fri, Sat and some Sun, noon
to 5 pm. Other times by
chance or appointment.
We buy and sell antiques
and unique collectibles! (6)
16-06

Computers
Computer Repairs ONLY
$50. FREE REPAIRS for
Single Parents and low
income Seniors. For Sale
good laptop refurbished
with games, world pictures,
select music and more for
ONLY $125. DONATE used
Laptops, Tablets, Cells for
parts or repairs. Call 780892-2407

Land For Sale
4 Acres 10 miles West of
Drayton Valley, just off
Highway
620.
Fenced,
seeded to grass, close to
horse trails and Crown
forestry. $56,000.00 Call
780-542-5782 (4) 11-08
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